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Background
“Our goal is to go global. Remote
teamwork is a natural component
of this development ”

The International Affairs Office is a newly created unit within Iulm, a
dynamic private university based in Milan, Italy. The unit’s mission is
to enhance the institution’s overall international exposure in
teaching and research.
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T360 Assessment
Mr. Roberto Razeto, in his capacity of manager has performed his selfassessment, while team members ms. Paola Mandelli and Mr. Francesco
Orro have completed the T360 assessments.
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The Outcome
The T360 assessment was performed
during the fall/winter 2018. Assessors
were selected since they are part of the core
team and perfom part of their work in
remote. They, in fact, often travel across the
globe to meet with partner institutions or to
sign new partnership agreements.

Results and future plans
The evaluation performed through
Teammate360 displayed that the manager’s
self-assessment and the team members’
assessments were pretty much aligned,
especially in the areas of “team planning”
and “exploiting technology”. Future plans
include specific training for core staff so to
sharpen the capacity to work remotely from
a number of locations.
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Teammate 360 is a project funded by the Erasmus+
programme.
The project aims to help managers and enterprises
involved in the management of remote workers and
virtual teams.
During the project, managers completed a 360-degree
skill assessment and took part in a course called The
Remote Manager.

For further information visit:
http://teammate360.eu

Disclaimer: This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This document reflects the
views only of the author and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which might be made of the
information contained herein.
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